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Summary

I Question: How to build measures of output costs caused by
sovereign default?

I Approach in this paper
I Use legal ruling identi�cation as exogenous variation for

default probability
I Ideal outcome variable: (changes in) output/GDP
I Problem: GDP not available at high frequencies

I Solution in this paper:
I Project low frequency variables of interest into high frequency

variables (�tracking portfolio�)

xLF = ∑
j

βjxHF
j + ε

I Mechanics: Default ⇒Returns (HF) ⇒Output(LF, quarterly)

I Fascinating question ⇒Lots of applications
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Cost of default?

1. What are these �costs of default�?

2. Sovereign borrowing needs some punishment to be enforced
I Candidate 1: Exclusion from borrowing (doesn't work,

Bulow-Rogo� 89)
I Candidate 2: Autarky (insu�cient quantitatively, Lucas 87)
I Candidate 3: Direct output losses (widely used)

3. Canonical quantitative sovereign default model
I Cost of default used to match

3.1 Debt to output ratios

3.2 Default probabilities

I Combined with discount factor β, key free parameter(s)
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Description of the approach

1. Default ⇒Returns ⇒GDP

2. Variable of interest: cash �ow innovations

Ny,t = Et

[
∞

∑
j=0

ρj∆yt+j

]
−Et−1

[
∞

∑
j=0

ρj∆yt+j

]

3. Two approaches
3.1 Survey measures
3.2 Campbell 91 VAR procedure

I ρ is a function of average dividend price ratio
I ρ matters a lot, some sensitivity in the paper

4. Build tracking portfolios

Ny,t = βrt + ν

5. Asset prices measured at high frequency
I Identi�cation through Rigobon heteroskedascity approach
I Advantages of this approach?
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Comments/Thoughts (1)
I Main comment: where is the link between the �legal rulings�

identi�cation with the approach of this paper?

I Wouldn't it make more sense to tackle the question in two
steps?
1. Establish a strong relation between default and returns �rst

(previous paper)
2. Establish a strong relation between returns and output

I There are many limitations using Argentina for the analysis
1. Poor national accounting
2. Few assets for tracking portfolios

I Single ADR fund, exchange rate
I Tracking portfolios are more powerful with more assets
I Tracking portfolios establish structural relations
I Forecasting; no identi�cation ⇒Kitchen sink?

3. Short time series
I Use more data? Or other countries?

I If relations are structural, it should not be a problem
I One could run regressions of this type for Argentina, other

SOE's

∆yt+k = ∑
j

β
j
krj

t + error
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Comments/Thoughts (2)

1. In the case of returns, how can we know that the e�ect is
aggregate, and not distributional?
I Representativeness of index
I It may be that some �rms do better/some do worse

2. Paper picks low values from the literature
I Paper: Aguiar Gopinath 06, takes 2.5 years to regain access
I Uribe & Schmitt Grohe 16, calibrates to 6.5 years of exclusion
I Still not enough to match Jesse's �ndings

3. Paper �nds large costs
I Paper advocates for permanent shocks
I Ideally one could test whether shocks are permanent versus

transitory more formally (data limitations)

4. Suggestion: write quantitative model calibrated to �ndings
I Do other parameters change?
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Comments/Thoughts (3)

1. In�ation data is what's best measured in Argentina (Cavallo)
I Why not transform news about in�ation into welfare losses?
I Sovereign default models would work equivalently

2. Do costs vary with yt?
I Quantitative �nding: output costs must increase with yt
I Costs per level of yt?

3. Extrapolation from 0 to 60% or 100%,
I But variation in risk neutral probability of ±10%
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Conclusion

I Very interesting question: how to link high frequency
identi�cation to important low frequency variables

I (Lots of) data limitations

I Perhaps useful to decouple exercise?

I Many applications!
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